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Abstract Cellulose nanopapers provide diverse,

strong and lightweight templates prepared entirely

from sustainable raw materials, cellulose nanofibers

(CNFs). Yet the strength of CNFs has not been fully

capitalized in the resulting nanopapers and the relative

influence of CNF strength, their bonding, and biolog-

ical origin to nanopaper strength are unknown. Here,

we show that basic principles from paper physics can

be applied to CNF nanopapers to illuminate those

relationships. Importantly, it appeared that * 200

MPa was the theoretical maximum for nanopapers

with random fibril orientation. Furthermore, we

demonstrate the contrast in tensile strength for

nanopapers prepared from bacterial cellulose (BC)

and wood-based nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC).

Endemic amorphous polysaccharides (hemicellu-

loses) in NFC act as matrix in NFC nanopapers,

strengthening the bonding between CNFs just like it

improves the bonding between CNFs in the primary

cell wall of plants. The conclusions apply to all

composites containing non-woven fiber mats as

reinforcement.

Supplementary Information The online version contains
supplementary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/
s10570-021-03935-2.
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Introduction

Fibrillar networks, particularly those built of nanos-

cale fibers, are the route forward for the development

of newmembranes and composites, as well as a host of

high-end applications, including sensors, optically

responsive templates, and flexible electronics.(Sun

et al. 2018;Wang et al. 2019a; Yang et al. 2020a; Zeng

et al. 2020) Recently, as a result of advanced

fibrillation techniques, cellulose nanofibers (CNFs)

have emerged as an alternative material for network

preparation into so-called cellulose nanopa-

pers.(Barhoum et al. 2017; Dai et al. 2018; Fang

et al. 2014; Henriksson et al. 2008; Toivonen et al.

2018; Yang et al. 2020b; Zhu et al. 2015) CNFs are

attractive since they are renewable, lightweight yet

very strong, and can be extracted from sustainable raw

materials.(Kontturi et al. 2018) Unlike regular paper,

nanopapers can also be optically transparent because

of the small size of the CNFs and high density.(Fang

et al. 2014) Although the strength of an individual

CNF is extremely high (allegedly 2–6 GPa),(Saito

et al. 2013) their potential has not been fully capital-

ized in nanopapers.(Barhoum et al. 2017) Inevitably,

the relatively low network strength is a consequence of

its structure and the quality of adhesion between the

CNFs but the relative influence of these is unknown.(-

Barhoum et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2015) Here, we attempt

to tackle the relative contributions to nanopaper

strength by applying existing theories for fibrillar

networks on a concise dataset.

In order to experimentally address the issue of

nanopaper strength, we have utilized two CNFs from

manifestly different biological origins: bacterial cel-

lulose (BC) and wood-based nanofibrillated cellulose

(NFC). BC is chemically pure grade of cellulose

produced bottom-up from sugars as a 3D network of

individual CNFs by cellulose-producing bacteria

(Fig. 1a) and it consists solely of cellulose.(Wang

et al. 2019b) NFC, on the other hand, is prepared top-

down by high pressure mechanical disintegration of

plant fiber cell wall, usually from processed wood

(Fig. 1b).(Nechyporchuk et al. 2016) Both grades

consist essentially of semi-crystalline cellulose fibrils

but NFC contains an integral amount of other wood-

based, amorphous polysaccharides (hemicelluloses).

In order to emphasize the interfacial differences

between the CNFs of different origins, we have

utilized NFC with exceptionally high (27%) hemicel-

lulose content as a counterpart to the chemically pure

BC. The effect of hemicelluloses as an adhesive

component in nanopapers is known (Iwamoto et al.

2008; Nobuta et al. 2016) but it has never been

theoretically addressed. Intriguingly, hemicelluloses

play a large part in the mechanical integrity of the

primary cell wall of plants (Fig. 1c). Exhibiting an
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isotropic network of microfibrils, primary wall is

significantly strengthened by ‘‘biomechanical hot-

spots’’ where coiled hemicelluloses are acting as a

matrix in the microfibril junctions (Fig. 1c).(Cosgrove

2014; Zhang et al. 2016) The primary wall is subject to

significant mechanical stress as it must resist the turgor

(osmotic) pressure while extending during cell

growth.(Cosgrove 2014) Because NFC is essentially

made by isolating microfibrils from the cell wall, this

allows us to draw a parallel between the strengthening

effect of hemicelluloses in the primary cell wall and in

CNF nanopapers. We stress that we use the term

microfibril to denote the smallest supramolecular unit

of cellulose in plants, in line with the current

nomenclature.(Jarvis 2018) When isolated from

plants, NFC generally consists of bundles of

microfibrils.

Experimental

Materials

Bacterial cellulose (BC) was supplied by fzmb GmbH

(Bad Langensalza, Germany) in wet pellicle form

containing 94 wt.-% water. Wood-based nanofibril-

lated cellulose, termed herein NFC, was prepared by

the mechanical grinding (MKZA10-15 J

Fig. 1 a Extrusion of a network of bacterial cellulose

nanofibrils with associated (nano)fibril cross-sectional mor-

phology. bMechanical disintegration of plant matter to produce

NFC with associated cross-sectional morphology that corre-

sponds to a bundle of individual cellulose microfibrils. Cellulose

microfibrils are present in the cell wall of wood, along with

hemicelluloses, protein and lignin. Biomechanical hotspots

occur at junctions between two or more microfibrils, or upon

close cellulose-cellulose contact, mediated by matrix polysac-

charides, such as coiled xyloglucan
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Supermasscolloider, Masuko Sangyo Co., Kawaguchi,

Japan) of chlorine-free never-dried bleached birch

kraft pulp (UPM-Kymmene Corporation, Pietarsaari,

Finland).(Lee et al. 2012) The pulp was passed

through the grinder seven times and the final consis-

tency of the aqueous gel-like NFC was 1.8 wt%. The

carbohydrate composition of the NFC is 73% glucose,

26% xylose, and 1%mannose, respectively. Details on

the characterization are described in reference (Eronen

et al. 2011).

Manufacturing of nanopapers

Nanopapers were prepared by filtration from diluted

aqueous suspension of cellulose nanofibers (CNF)

from either BC or NFC.

The homogeneous BC suspension of 0.1 wt.-%

concentration was prepared by cutting the BC pellicles

into small pieces (with a length of approximately

5 mm) and blended (Breville VBL065/01, Oldham,

UK) in deionised water for 2 min. The NFC-suspen-

sion, on the other hand, was prepared by diluting the

aqueous gel-like NFC into 0.3 wt.% concentration

with deionised water, and blending the mixture for

2 min.

For both BC-based and NFC-based nanopapers, a

pre-determined amount of the suspension (the amount

depending on the desired nanopaper grammage) was

vacuum-filtrated onto a cellulose filter paper (VWR

413, 5–13 lm pore size, Lutterworth, UK) using a

funnel with a glass frit (Schott, porosity No. 1, Mainz,

Germany). After filtration, the wet filter cake was

detached from the filter paper and sandwiched

between blotting papers (Whatman 3MM Chr,

VWR, Lutterworth, UK) and wet-pressed under a

weight of 10 kg for 10 min to absorb the excess water.

After this, the wet filter cakes were dried and

consolidated in a hot-press (25–12-2H, Carver Inc.,

Wabash, USA) under a compression weight of 1 t for

4 h at 120 �C, sandwiched between fresh blotting

papers and metal plates.

Characterization of nanopapers

Morphology

Morphology of the nanopapers was characterized

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM was

performed using a high-resolution field emission gun

SEM (LEO Gemini 1525 FEG-SEM, Leo Electron

Microscopy Ltd., Cambridge, UK) at an acceleration

voltage of 5 kV. Prior to SEM, the samples were

attached onto carbon tabs stuck on the SEM stub and

coated with Cr (K550 sputter coater, Emitech Ltd.,

Ashford, Kent, UK) for 2 min at 20 mA.

Grammage, thickness, and density

The grammage of nanopapers was determined as the

ratio between the weight and planar area of the

nanopapers. The thickness of a paper was determined

from epoxy resin impregnated cross-sectional samples

by using an optical microscope. The presented thick-

ness values are an average of at least four parallel

measurements taken from each nanopaper.

Tensile properties

Tensile deformation behavior of the nanopapers was

studied by two different methods: conventional tensile

testing and with zero-span test typically used in paper

testing.

For tensile testing the nanopapers were cut into dog

bone shape specimens using a Zwick ZCP 020 manual

cutting press. The test specimen possesses an overall

length of 35 mm and the narrowest part of the

specimen is 2 mm. Prior to the test, the specimens

were secured onto testing cards using cyanoacrylate-

based adhesive (Everbuild Stick 2 superglue), in order

to prevent the clamp of the tensile testing equipment

from damaging the test specimens. Tensile tests were

conducted using a Deben MICROTEST tensile stage

(Deben UK Ltd., Suffolk, UK), using a load cell of

200 N and crosshead speed of 0.5 mm min-1. A total

of eight specimens were tested and averaged for each

type of sample. Dry zero-span tensile strengths were

determined according to the standard ISO

15,361:2000.

Results and discussion

The scheme of nanopaper preparation by vacuum

filtration is presented in Fig. 2a, together with repre-

sentative scanning electron microscope (SEM) images

of the nanopaper surfaces. It is obvious that the CNFs

and their bundles are more conspicuous on the BC

nanopaper because amorphous hemicelluloses
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partially bury the CNFs on the NFC nanopaper, which

we observe to be qualitatively smoother.

Figure 2b shows the thickness development of the

cellulose nanopapers as a function of grammage [g

m-2] – a simple but crucial property. As shown

previously,(Mautner et al. 2015) the paper thickness

exhibits a linear relationship against grammage with a

small positive intercept arising from the non-unifor-

mity of the networks and its rough surface. The linear

relationship enables the calculation of the intrinsic

density of the nanopapers by linear regression on the

combined datasets (broken line in Fig. 2b): (Bloch

et al. 2019) 1.49 g cm-3. The intrinsic density is

different from the apparent density, calculated con-

ventionally just by dividing the grammage by thick-

ness (Fig. 2c). Here, the apparent density is affected

by overestimation of the thickness because of the

roughness of the surfaces, which is greater for lower

grammage values, i.e., for thinner sheets. The greater

roughness of BC sheets, caused by the lack of

hemicellulose (Fig. 2a), results in higher discrepancy

between apparent and intrinsic density values

(Fig. 2c). Naturally, the density should not be affected

by the grammage because thicker sheets are not

expected to result in significantly altered inter-fibrillar

distances within the sheet. For completeness, we note

that the porosity of our networks calculated from the

intrinsic density is around 7%, assuming that the

density of CNFs is 1.60 g cm-3, as revealed recently

by Daicho et al. (Daicho et al. 2020).

Now, because the intrinsic density is independent of

grammage, the tensile strength—when corrected for

the sheet thickness—of the nanopapers should also be

unaffected by the grammage. Nevertheless, Fig. 3a

clearly demonstrates a trend with increasing tensile

strength as the grammage is increased. For these and

all subsequent tensile data reported, we overcome the

systematic overestimate of thickness identified in our

discussion of Fig. 2b by first calculating the specific

strength (referred to as ‘tensile index’ in paper

physics) by dividing the failure load per unit width

by the grammage. We then multiply this value by the

intrinsic density (1.49 g cm-3) to give the strength in

MPa. This weight-dependence phenomenon has been

observed for conventional paper and ascribed to the

more dominant influence of the surface in thinner

papers: the fibers on the surface are bonded from one

side only and their contribution to the network is

relatively high with lower grammages, such that the

tensile strength is correspondingly lower.(I’Anson

et al. 2008)More unexpected is the difference between

the two raw materials as BC nanopapers exhibit

systematically lower tensile strength values than the

NFC nanopapers – despite the obvious similarity in

intrinsic density (Fig. 2b and c).

Aqueous nanocellulose
suspension (0.1-0.3%)

Vacuum
filtration

Hot pressing
(1 t and 120 °C
for 4 hours)

BC nanopaper

NFC nanopaper
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Fig. 2 aNanopaper preparation process comprising suspension

(0.1–0.3%), vacuum filtration and hot pressing (1 t at 120 �C for

4 h) of nanocellulose. SEM micrographs detail the surface

morphologies of bacterial- (BC) and plant-derived nanofibril-

lated (NFC) cellulose nanopapers. b Nanopaper thickness (lm)

and c apparent density (g cm-3) with respect to grammage (g

m-2)
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To gain better insight to the bonding differences

between NFC and BC, we measured the zero-span

tensile strength of the cellulose nanopapers (Fig. 3b).

The zero-span test was developed for testing conven-

tional paper, where the constituent fibers are suffi-

ciently long that any fiber gripped by one pair of jaws

is gripped by the opposing pair also.(Wathen et al.

2006) Naturally, it is difficult to define the length of

BC fibrils, but scant reports on NFC have shown these

to be of order 5 to 20 lm,(Chen et al. 2015) and thus

shorter than the actual span between jaws. Impor-

tantly, we observe no significant or systematic change

in the zero-span tensile index over the full range of

grammages considered or between our two sources of

cellulosic fibrils. In their study of the effect of span

length on tensile index of CNF nanopapers, Varanasi

et al.(Varanasi et al. 2012) showed that zero-span

measurements closely approximate those obtained at

incrementally small spans. As such, we proceed with

the assumption that the zero-span test performed on

cellulose nanopapers provides a good estimate of

maximum strength that can be achieved from a

network of the constituent nanofibrils instead of the

strength of single CNF. For a self-bonded network of

fibrils, this cannot exceed the strength of the con-

stituent fibrils. On that basis, and for completeness, we

use the theoretical treatment of Van den Akker

et al.(Van den Akker et al. 1958) to estimate the

tensile strength of individual fibrils (u) as:

u ¼ 8

3
qcZ ð1Þ

where qc is the intrinsic density and Z the measured

zero span strength. For our fibrils, this yields an

estimate of ca. 600 MPa, which is consistent with

values reported for cellulosic fibers, including vis-

cose.(Bledzki and Gassan 1999) However, the value is

well below the lower end of what has been estimated

for the strength of individual wood-based CNFs (2–6

GPa).(Saito et al. 2013) The discrepancy may arise in

part from the coefficient 8/3 which arises from the

assumption that fibrils are randomly oriented in the

plane of the network. This is qualitatively supported

by SEM images (Fig. 4) but even moderate deviations

from the assumption would yield substantially higher

u values as the coefficient is 5 for uniformly random

orientations in three dimensions.(Krenchell 1964).

When assessing how each factor contributes to the

network strength, an important observation in Fig. 3b

is that the zero-span strength appears to be indepen-

dent of the biological origin of the CNF, which is

sensible since the constituent fibers in the network

consist of similar semi-crystalline cellulose fibrils. We

will now employ the widely used, accessible and

intuitively simple theory of Page,(Page 1969) upon

which most other theories on densely bonded networks

converge.(Jayaraman and Kortschot 1998) Given the

low porosity of our networks, we can assume a high

degree of inter-fibril contact and bonding, and indeed,

Page equation has been successfully applied to CNF

nanopapers recently.(Lindström 2017) In its simplest

form, the equation describes the specific tensile

strength, i.e., the tensile index (T) as

Fig. 3 a (Specific) tensile strength (MPa, specific: kN m kg-1)

and b zero-span tensile strength (MPa) and index (kNm kg-1) of

bacterial- (BC, blue solid squares) and plant-derived nanofib-

rillated (NFC, green hollow circles) cellulose nanopapers with

respect to grammage (g m-2). Mean values are marked with

broken black lines. Inset in a: bonding contribution to tensile

strength (B, MPa) with respect to grammage calculated using

Eq. (1)
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1

T
¼ 1

Z
þ 1

B
ð2Þ

where Z is the zero-span tensile index and B the

contribution of inter-fiber bonding. As Z is indepen-

dent of the biological source (Fig. 3b), the distinction

in tensile strengths between BC and CNF nanopapers

(Fig. 3a) can be ascribed to differences in B, i.e.,

bonding between CNFs. The only major dissimilarity

between the two CNF grades is the presence of

hemicelluloses in CNF. As stated earlier, amorphous,

non-cellulosic polysaccharides in the form of, e.g.,

coiled xyloglucan have been shown to enhance the

bond strength between cellulose microfibrils in the

primary cell wall (Fig. 1, biomechanical

hotspots).(Cosgrove 2014; Zhang et al. 2016)

Although the major hemicellulose here (glucuronoxy-

lan) is different from xyloglucan, it seems entirely

reasonable to assume that these amorphous polysac-

charides are at least partially responsible for the

increased B in NFC nanopapers (Fig. 3a inset).

Indeed, it appears that the concept of biomechanical

hotspots from plant physiology can – at least on some

level—be transferred to CNF nanopapers with signif-

icant (* 25%) strength increase (Fig. 3a). An anal-

ogous correlation has recently been observed with

fungal chitin nanopapers where the coexistence of

amorphous b-glucans with semi-crystalline chitin

nanofibers has been shown to increase the tensile

strength of the resulting nanopapers.(Nawawi et al.

2019) In addition, a positive effect of xylan on

nanopaper strength has been semi-quantitatively

demonstrated for NFC nanopapers previously.(Arola

et al. 2013; Yang et al. 2020b) Recently, a similar

correlative trend between hemicelluloses and tensile

strength was reported for microfibrillated cellulose

(MFC) papers in a technical study but the results are

not quantitatively comparable with ours because of the

high mineral content and coarser dimensions of

MFC.(Taylor et al. 2020).

We emphasize that the effect of hemicelluloses on

strength appears far greater than the distinction of

CNF dimensions between NFC and BC—or indeed the

fact that they have been prepared by very different

means: NFC by mechanical disintegration of the cell

wall and BC by bottom-up construction via microbial

biosynthesis.

It is important to note that not all concepts derived

for ordinary paper can necessarily be transferred

directly to nanopapers by simply replacing ‘‘fibers’’

with ‘‘nanofibers’’. The CNFs are somewhat different

from each other in dimensions: individual NFC used

here (Lee et al. 2012) have approximately circular

cross-sections with diameters around 50 nm, which

means that they consist of bundles of isolated

microfibrils rather than individual wood-based

microfibrils which are * 3 nm in width (Saito et al.

2009). Individual BC (Fink et al. 1997), on the other

hand, are ribbon-like with rectangular cross-sectional

dimensions of approximately 100 9 7 nm (Fig. 1).

More importantly, however, in nanopapers, the CNFs

form well-documented (Henriksson et al. 2008;

Kulachenko et al. 2012; Li et al. 2016) lamellae which

are visible in the cross-sectional scanning electron

micrographs (Fig. 4). It is clear that the layers are

Fig. 4 SEM micrographs detailing the fracture surfaces of a high and b low grammage BC nanopapers. Insets provide higher

magnification micrographs of the fracture cross section where the layered structure of the nanopapers is visible
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thicker than the individual CNFs making up the layers

and that higher grammages result in a higher number

of layers (Fig. 4). Considering how stress transfer

occurs in an ordinary fiber network, we can replace the

fiber coverage (number of fibers at any one point) with

layer coverage n (number of layers at any one point),

yielding a stress transfer function (W) as presented by

I’Anson et al.:(I’Anson et al. 2008; I’Anson and

Sampson 2007)

W ¼ 1� c� EiðnÞ þ LogðnÞ
en � 1

ð3Þ

where c is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (* 0.577)

and Ei is the exponential integral function. The

number of layers (n) can be represented by ratio of

the grammage of the sheet (b) to the grammage of the

constituent layers (bL). The tensile index (T) is then

derived from W by:

T ¼ KW ¼ K 1� c� Ei b=bLð Þ þ Log b=bLð Þ
eb=bL � 1

� �
:

ð4Þ

Equation (4) can be fitted with K and bL as the free
parameters (curved line in Fig. 3a). Fitted values are

provided in Table 1. Given the relatively sparse data

set, the confidence intervals are inevitably rather large.

Nevertheless, the values of 5–10 g m-2, obtained for

bL, seem qualitatively consistent with the SEM images

in Fig. 4. The bL values are vital because they allow us

to calculate the number of CNFs in a single lamella.

From the dimensions of our nanofibrils, we calculate

the grammage of a fibril to be 11 mg m-2 for BC and

61 mg m-2 for NFC, suggesting that our layers are of

order 600 nanofibrils thick for BC, and around 80

nanofibrils thick for NFC. SEM images of fracture

surfaces of both BC and NFC in Figure S1 in the

Supplementary Information qualitatively demonstrate

this distinction. Further work is required to understand

the source of these differences and their relation to

underlying structural characteristics of the networks.

As for the stiffness properties, Fig. 5a shows the

Young’s modulus plotted against grammage and we

observe similar dependencies for both classes of

nanopaper as for tensile strength. (The strain at break

data have been compiled in Figure S2 in the Supple-

mentary Information.) The data are combined in

Fig. 5b, which shows the tensile strength plotted

against the Young’s modulus. It shows a contiguous

data set for our two classes of nanopapers, with CNF

nanopapers being stiffer and stronger than BC

nanopapers, and the datum for the stiffest and

strongest BC nanopaper among those for the CNF.

We note that the tensile strengths and moduli obtained

for our samples are of the same order of magnitude,

but somewhat lower than the highest values that we are

aware of for isotropic BC or NFC nanopapers

(250–320 MPa).(Galland et al. 2015; Saito et al.

2009; Yang et al. 2020b; Österberg et al. 2013) We

note, however, that according to the Page Eq. (2),

specific tensile index cannot be higher than the

measured zero span strength index. Therefore, at least

for these particular CNFs, the tensile strength cannot

significantly exceed * 200 MPa.

Conclusions

In summary, our data and analyses show that the

presence of hemicelluloses in CNF nanopapers has a

decisive strengthening effect on nanopapers, so much

Table 1 Parameter estimates arising from least-squares fit of

Eq. (4) to data in Fig. 3a

K(KN m Kg-1) bL(g m-2) l2

BC 99.1 ± 22.5 7.1 ± 5.8 0.823

NFC 122.1 ± 16.7 4.7 ± 3.5 0.869

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 a Young’s modulus (GPa) and specific elastic modulus

(MN m kg-1) of bacterial- (BC, blue solid squares) and plant-

derived nanofibrillated (NFC, green hollow circles) cellulose

nanopapers with respect to grammage (g m-2). b Inset: tensile

strength (MPa) with respect to Young’s modulus (GPa)
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so that the nanopapers from BC (without hemicellu-

loses) form a distinct dataset from the NFC nanopa-

pers (with hemicelluloses). Hemicelluloses appear to

influence the thickness and the grammage of the

lamellae that make up the nanopaper structure

strongly. These results are important when designing

nanopaper structures for specific applications, e.g., in

membrane technology, for use as 2D reinforcements in

composites, or simply for strong, tough and optically

transparent materials.
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